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Fighting in Mideast resumes after 4 day lull 
TRIPOLI, Lebanon (AP) - PLO 
chairman Yasser Arafat's fighters 
claim they repulsed a tank assault by 
Syrian and Libyan-backed mutineers 
yesterday, but the rebels kept shelling 
the besieged Baddawi refugee camp 
and parts of Tripoli. 
Hospital officials said at least 13 
people were killed and 75 wounded in 
the fighting that shattered a four-day 
lull, but police said the toll could go 
much higher. 
In theBeirut area, anti-government 
gunners pounded the Christian-pop- 
ulated east sector of the capital and 
nearby port of Jounieh. Casualties in 
that fighting were not reported imme- 
diately. 
A communique issued by the Pales- 
tine Liberation Organization com- 
mand said three battalions of Syrian 
troops with 60 tanks spearheaded the 
attack on the Baddawi refugee camp 
outside Tripoli behind a barrage of 
artillery at 7 a.m. 
"The attack was crushed at 2 p.m. 
and Baddawi remained in our hands," 
said the communique. "The Syrians, 
Libyans and the dissidents have been 
defeated in fierce, close-range com- 
bat around the camp." 
OTHER PLO communiques 
claimed the military commander of 
the Syrian-backed Saiqa guerrilla fac- 
tion was killed in the fighting and 
other key mutineers wounded. But 
rebel spokesmen in Damascus denied 
the claims. 
The PLO assertion that it beat back 
the tank charge was further damp- 
ened by an incessant barrage of shells 
and rockets, signaling the mutineers' 
determination to keep up the pressure 
Jump for your health 
Ohio Republicans 
unite for campaign 
Oliver Hairston. senior physical education and health major, and Broderick Knight, junior 
defensive end for the Falcon football team, jump rope with an unidentified fourth 
grade student. University students from Health 346 sponsored a health fair for fourth 
grade students from surrounding elementary schools yesterday. 
Officer, 
Greek driver 
killed in car 
ATHENS, Greece (AP) - A motor- 
cycle passenger fired at least seven 
bullets from a .45 automatic into the 
stopped limousine of a U.S. naval 
military attache yesterday, killing 
the officer and his Greek civilian 
driver. 
Police said the killer and his accom- 
plice roared off on their motorcycle 
down a sidestreet of suburban north 
Athens after the morning rush-hour 
attack, and that no group had claimed 
ability by late yesterday. 
George Tsantes, S3, serving 
with "the Joint U.S. Military Advisory 
Group in Greece, was hit by at least 
four bullets. Police said he was 
sprawled in the back seat, his civilian 
clothes drenched with blood. 
"There was blood everywhere in- 
side the car. We hauled them out of 
the car but there was nothing we 
could do for the American," said 
Athens police officer Athanasios Zafi- 
rsJds. 
"A bullet below the heart probably 
killed him instantly," Coroner Hara- 
uunbos Stamoulis said. "He also was 
wounded in the shoulder and abdo- 
men." 
THE CAR'S driver, Nikos Valout- 
sos. 62, died later in a hospital of 
bullet wounds in the chest, police said. 
The UJ5. naval officer, an American 
of Greek descent posted to Athens last 
spring, was driving to his U.S. Em- 
bassy office in downtown Athens from 
his home in the northern suburb of 
Kifissa, U.S. Embassy spokesman 
Peter Synodis said. 
Dg news staff/Can Lee Cifani 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Painting 
a picture of Republican unity in Ohio, 
moderate ana conservative party 
members joined forces yesterday as 
leaders of the Reagan-Bush campaign 
organization in the state were intro- 
duced. 
Four widely known GOP officials 
were named as co-chairmen of the 
Reagan re-election effort in Ohio. 
They are former Congresswoman 
Jean Ashbrook of Newark. Congress- 
man Delbert Latta of Bowling Green, 
Cuyahoga County GOP 
Robert Hughes and Hamilton County 
Commissioner Robert Taft II. 
Their appointments were an- 
nounced by Ohio Republican Party 
Chairman Michael CoDey, Dave John- 
son, executive director of the Ohio 
Reagan-Bush campaign, and Reagan- 
Bush regional campaign director 
Roger Stone. 
Former Gov. James Rhodes will 
head a 25-member campaign steering 
committee. 
Also attending the news conference 
was former state Sen. Thomas Van 
Meter of Ashland, who headed the 
unsuccessful campaign on behalf of 
two anti-tax measures on the Nov. 8 
ballot 
RHODES AND Hughes are viewed 
as GOP moderates. Johnson and Van 
Meter are conservatives. 
"The Ohio Republican Party is to- 
tally united in support of the presi- 
dent. There are no hyphenated 
Republicans, no conservative-Repub- 
licans no liberal-Republicans, no 
moderate-Republicans, just regular 
Republicans,   Colley said. 
Rhodes, who called Reagan the best 
communicator ever to occupy the 
White House, said the president could 
carry Ohio in 1964 as he did in I960. 
But the former governor acknowl- 
edged that "a great many people" 
believe Reagan can't carry the state. 
"Reagan can carry Ohio. He can 
carry Ohio by having a cross-section 
of individuals that believe in what he 
has accomplished in the past three 
years," Rhodes said. 
STONE, A regional campaign di- 
rector responsible for 12 states, 
voiced confidence about Reagan's 
chances in Ohio even if the Demo- 
cratic Party nominee turns out to be 
native-son John Glenn. 
"We have been encouraged by a 
number of the trial heats that have 
matched the president with Sen. 
Glenn," Stone said. "This is his home 
state, his home turf. Yet his margin in 
the public polls we have seen has Men 
certainly less than insurmountable. 
"I do think that recent events in the 
last three or four weeks have shown 
the possibility of Sen. Glenn's nomi- 
nation becoming more and more re- 
mote," Stone said. 
Hughes also downplayed the threat 
posed by Glenn and said Reagan 
would be at least as strong in 1964 in 
Ohio as he was in 1980. 
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on Arafat, whom they accuse of aban- 
doning their fight to claim a homeland 
from Israel At least 1,000 people were 
reported killed in the first week of 
fighting, which erupted Nov. S. 
Several shells exploded around Ar- 
afat's headquarters in the Zahrieh 
neighborhood. One exploded only SO 
yards away, killing at least four peo- 
ple, including a woman and her child, 
residents said. 
Other volleys of Soviet-made rock- 
ets from the Syrian-controlled high- 
lands east of Tripoli struck other 
residential neighborhoods in Leb- 
anon's second largest city, touching 
off fresh fires in an already burning 
refinery. 
In the Christian east Beirut neigh- 
borhood of Ashrafiyeh, residents said 
buildings were shaking from the im- 
pact of rockets and shells crashing 
down from the Druse-controlled 
mountains. State radio said fires set 
off by the shelling were burning at the 
Hotel Dieu, the largest hospital in 
Ashrafiyeh. 
Government radio said the main 
coastal highway heading south of 
Beirut was considered dangerous for 
travel because of shells fired at army 
positions in Khalde, just south of the 
U.S. Marine base at the airport 
In Israeli-occupied southern Leb- 
anon, the Israeli governor's office 
announced yesterday that cars from 
the north would not be allowed to 
cross the two Awali River bridges 
without a permit. 
Israel's occupation force pulled 
back to the Awali from the central 
mountains Sept. 4. 
Mass. college differs 
by J. Douglas Gurnlck 
stall reporter 
Hampshire College is not for every- 
one. Its educational approach is vas- 
tly different than a conventional 
college such as Bowling Green State 
University. The University has been 
in existence for 80 years, while Hamp- 
shire College is celebrating its 13th 
year. 
There are no grades given by the 
professors to their students at Hamp- 
shire College. Students refer to their 
teachers by the their first names; 
there are no last names at Hampshire 
College. 
There are no freshman, sopho- 
mores, juniors or seniors at Hamp- 
shire College. There are no athletic 
teams to participate on or cheer for at 
Hampshire College. 
The majority of the dorms, and the 
bathrooms on those floors, are coed. 
Pets are permitted in your room at 
Hampshire College. 
Hampshire College is located in 
Amherst, Mass., In the middle of a 
valley situated in between four other 
colleges. It has a 600 acre campus and 
is located next to a sheep farm and 
agricultural research station. 
GRADES ARE replaced by written 
evaluations at Hampshire College. 
Students at Hampshire College re- 
ceive extensive written evaluations 
for their work in each class. 
These evaluations are informative 
of the student's progress in the class 
and are placed on the student's file. 
According to Hampshire faculty and 
students, this system has it advan- 
tages and disadvantages. 
Bill Marsh, professor of mathemat- 
ics In the School of Communications 
and Cognitive Science, does not like to 
write the evaluations but believes that 
they are better than grades. 
"I find it difficult to sit down and 
write an evaluation of a student's 
work over a term... I think the audi- 
ence should be more defined, some- 
times you have no idea who will read 
the evaluation," Marsh said. 
Divisions I, II, and III, replace the 
typical college designations of fresh- 
man through senior. 
Students in Division I fulfill basic 
course requirements that are com- 
mitted to the school's liberal arts 
program. Each student must pass a 
Division I examination In each of 
Hampshire's four Schools: Commu- 
nications and Cognitive Science, Hu- 
manities and Arts, Natural Science, 
and Social Science. 
DIVISION n students take courses 
that are concentrated in their field of 
study. These classes may consist of 
an independent study, an internship, 
or field work. Division II students are 
also required to participate in some 
form of community service. 
Division HI students prepare for 
their graduation by completing a ma- 
jor independent study in the form of a 
final thesis or creative project that 
demonstrates the individual's mas- 
tery of their chosen field. 
In the center of Hampshire's cam- 
pus is a flagpole entwined with a long 
wired strip of lights connecting the 
top of the pole to the ground. This 
artwork was entitled 'Spot.' and was a 
Division UJ student's final project. 
Hampshire College doesn't have 
any National Collegiate Athletic Asso- 
ciation affiliations. Instead of having 
organized teams, intramurals ait 
stressed so that students don't have to 
face the pressures that often accom- 
pany sports in college, according to 
Jennifer West, a Division H student 
"You should come to college for an 
education, athletics should be nothing 
more than an afterthought," West 
said. 
THE LIVING arrangements on 
campus allow students to create thr- 
own living environment. Division^ 
students are required to live in ) 
single or double room in one of the two 
dormitories on campus, Dakin House 
and Enfield House. 
Earning while learning 
ROTC teaches leaders 
Editor's aote: This is the second in 
a fear-part series on the Universi- 
ty'i Army Reserve Officers' Train- 
iag Corps (ROTC). 
by Teresa Perrettl 
reporter  
To some a military uniform is not 
the symbol of honor and duty it 
once was, but to members of Army 
Reserve Officers' Training Corps 
(ROTC), it still stands as a com- 
mitment to serving their country. 
On the road to this commitment 
students in ROTC are taught mili- 
tary skills and leadership while 
earning a college degree. 
"We try to educate people about 
the Army. You can look at all your 
options and decide if the Army is 
what you want out of life," Capt. 
John Cogley said. 
Educating perspective officers 
began at the University in 1946. At 
that time there were 361 enrolled in 
the program and some were veter- 
ans of world War n. Today, more 
than SO individuals attend ROTC 
classes and leadership lab. 
According to Cogley, leadership 
lab is an hour and a half of training 
on Tuesday night. 
"Juniors are trained by seniors 
to successfully complete advanced 
camp." he said. 
ROTC is traditionally a four-year 
program consisting of a basic and 
advanced course. During the fresh- 
man and sophomore years, 100 or 
MO level military science courses 
are completed. Students must take 
courses such as Military Science- 
Introduction to ROTC, Happening 
and Practical skills. Participation 
in the basic courses (freshman and 
sophomore level) entails no mili- 
tary obligation, no uniform wear, 
and no military drill. 
UPON COMPLETION of the ba- 
sic program students are eligible to 
enroll In the advanced coarse. 
"Demonstrating officer potential is 
important to acceptance," Cogley 
Once accepted into the advanced 
coarse, a military obligation is 
incurred and mernhers have the 
'privilege" of wearing the uni- 
form. Students are paid 6100 per 
academic month beginning their junior year. 
og news stafl/Patrick Sandor 
Scott Stscey, junior military science major, gets fitted for an army battle- 
dress uniform which he will wear during this summer's six-week ROTC advance 
camp at Fort Lewis In Washington D.C. 
"Attending the six week camp in 
Seattle, Washington one goes 
through a series of leadership and 
military training along with physi- 
cal fitness tests?' Cogley said. 
Along with the four year pro- 
gram, the University also offers a 
two year program especially de- 
signed for students with prior mili- 
tary experience or who are 
community or junior college grad- 
uates, members of the National 
Guard or Army Reserve. 
See ROTC page 3 
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'The Day After': 
worth the watch 
i * A t 3:38 p.m., a hydrogen bomb explodes over Kansas 
-vTLCity, Mo., 38 miles east of here (Lawrence). Death 
and destruction are followed by radioactive fallout descend- 
ing like huge flakes of snow upon this university town on the 
banks of the Kansas River. Those who die immediately are 
the lucky ones." 
The scene is fiction but the ramifications are realistically 
possible in this made-for-television movie on nuclear war. It 
is called "The Day After" and will air on ABC Sunday at 8 
p.m. (The University's Peace Coalition is sponsoring a 
viewing at 7:30 p.m. in 105 Hanna Hall, Gish Theater.) 
The script was written by a man who spent six months 
researching the subject and it is primarily based on a 
Congressional study by the United States Office of Technol- 
ogy Assessment titled "The Effects of Nuclear War" and 
other private and government agencies' research. 
Those who have viewed it have said it has left them feeling 
hopeless, quiet, somber and unable to say anything coherent 
following it. Comments like these and widespread attention 
from antinuclear peace groups and those who believe in a 
strong nuclear defense which have preceded it's nationwide 
viewing, leave us believing the movie is worth watching. 
Whether you are a person who believes nuclear war is a 
threat and worry about it a lot, think it is a threat but mostly 
put it out of your mind, or do not think it is too likely and do 
not worry about it, we sense a viewing of a movie such as this 
could educate you about the controversial subject no matter 
how you already feel about it. 
While ABC claims it is not making a political statement in 
it but only making a public-service announcement that 
nuclear war is bad for your health, others beg to differ about 
the show. 
Either way, do watch and remember that "the future is not 
some place we are going to but something we are creating 
every day." And then at the end, ask yourself if we can, or 
should, create a future free from the threat of nuclear war. 
Unions represent the unions 
by Kenneth York 
Just as Chrysler was paying off its 
government loans, a small maufac- 
turing plant In Twlnsberg, Ohio, went 
out on a wildcat strike. When other 
Chrysler plants ran out of parts 
usually provided by this supplier, 
they were forced to layoff hundreds of 
workers. It is not likely that any of 
these laid off workers will be able to 
regain their lost wages. It is even less 
likely that hapless Chrysler stock- 
holders will be able to sue the striking 
workers for breach of contract to 
regain their lost dividend... 
Before unions, working conditions 
in American factories were often un- 
healthy, frequently dangerous, and 
the workers were paid the lowest rate 
that the market would bear. When 
Henry Ford instituted the $5 per day 
wage, he was paying about twice the 
going rate. Unions did not have the 
sanction of the government, and were 
frequently thought to be communist- 
Until the 1930s the Supreme Court 
adhered to the ancient doctrine that 
work waa a freely made contract 
between the individual worker and 
the company. Companies frequently 
hired private police forces to infil- 
trate and break up any attempts to 
organize workers, and the means they 
used were often violent. 
Over the years unions have 
achieved social and Judicial accep- 
tance, and have grown in political 
power out of all proportion to the size 
of their membership. But even as 
unions have achieved the goals of 
better working conditions, they have 
seen a decline in membership, despite 
rapid growth in the numbers of non- 
union workers. Gradually the unions' 
political power is slipping, perhaps 
because they are seen as failing to 
represent the common worker. 
There seems to be an inverse 
relationship between the power of a 
union and the productivity of the 
industry. Compare steel versus oil, or 
autos versus computers. Unions have 
a long history of exclusionary mem- 
bership, counting among their mem- 
bers too few minorities and women. 
More recently, as times have be- 
come tougher, union workers have 
been seen to have made economic 
progress at the expense of non-union 
workers. In the recent case of Conti- 
nental airlines, the union was seen to 
be at once powerless to protect its own 
workers, and to a large extent respon- 
sible for the bankrapcy of the com- 
pany. In the first six months of this 
year Continental sold almost $600 
million in tickets, but spent almost 
$700 million to run its operations, 
running at an annual loss of over $200 
million. Management laid off all of its 
employees, filed for bankrupcy under 
tofiframs 
Chapter 11, cut its schedule of flights 
by two-thirds, and rehired one third of 
its employees at a much lower rate of 
pay. Union leaders were quick to call 
this action union busting, preferring, 
it seemed, that none of the laid off 
workers were rehired. 
Yet unions will continue to have an 
impact on American political life. 
posturing that they represent all 
workers. Part of eacn worker's salary 
goes to the union, some of which is 
used by the union in collective bar- 
gaining, and some of which is used for 
political contributions to candidates 
the rank and file may or may not 
support. If a worker objects to this use 
of union dues he is branded a coaster, 
gaining the benefits of collective bar- 
gaining without paying anything for 
them. But no union allows a member 
to withhold that proportion of his dues 
that is donated to politicians. 
Even though the election is a year 
away, the Democratic candidate will 
have close ties to labor while the 
Republican will not. It should not 
have faded from our memory so soon: 
one of Reagan's first political suc- 
cesses was the decertification of 
PATCO and the firing of the illegally 
striking air traffic controllers. 
Kenneth York, a columnist for the 
News, Is a third year graduate stu- 
dent in industrial psychology. 
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Dont cover up the Bronx What da feet are wearing this season 
by Art Buchwald  
Well they've finally come up with a 
solution for the South Bronx. Rather 
than spend millions and millions of 
dollars to wipe out the urban decay. 
New York City will spend a federal 
grant of $300,000 on vinyl fronts and 
cover up the shattered tenements and 
burned-out buildings along the ex- 
pressways leading from Manhattan to 
westchester and Connecticut. 
The false fronts will show windows 
with curtains, shades and flowerpots, 
and nice varnished doors. According 
to city officials, the facades will defi- 
nitely improve the look of the neigh- 
borhood. 
The idea has already been dubbed 
by skeptics as "20th Century Bronx." 
Anthony Gliedman, the commis- 
sioner of Housing and Development, 
denied he was dome it as a substitute 
for rehabilitating the blighted area. 
He was quoted in the New York Times 
as saying, "We want to brighten up 
the face of the neighborhood while 
waiting for new federal programs to 
rebuild the neighborhood... I recog- 
nize this is superficial. We don't want 
anyone to think we're doing this in- 
stead of rebuilding. But that will take 
years and millions or hundreds of 
millions of dollars. And while we're 
waiting we want people to know we 
care.' 
Not knowing what to make of the 
idea, I discussed the proposal with 
Humberto Cortex, a New York taxi 
driver, who was trying to take me 
crosstown on 37th Street the other 
Mr. Cortex said be lived in the South 
Bronx, and while he thought it might 
improve the morale of people com- 
muting from Westport and Greenwich 
every day, he didn't believe it would 
change the lives of those who lived in 
the area. 
"Every four years all the presi- 
dential candidates visit the South 
Bronx with television crews, and each 
one announces the first thing be will 
do if he is elected is rebuild the 
borbood. Then, if he gets in 
, he gives the money to El Salva- 
neigh  
office b  
dor.1 
"Do you have a better solution than 
covering up your blight with vinyl 
decator I asked him. 
"Yup. After the next election we 
should invite Castro to build a 10,000- 
foot runway in the South Bronx." 
'"Are you crazy?" I shouted m the 
middle of a Madison Avenue gridlock. 
"Castro would send in soldiers dis- 
guised as workers to export Marxist 
revolution. The South Bronx would 
become a dagger pointed right at 
Scarsdale. We couldn't stand for 
that." 
"That's the idea. No president could 
allow it. So be would send in the U.S. 
Marines and the 82nd Airborne to stop 
the construction." 
"But that could mean war." 
"The South Bronx looks like a war 
zone now. How much more damage 
could the Marines do?" 
"All right, so the United States 
invades the South Bronx. How does 
that help you?" 
"After the fighting stops, the Amer- 
icans will have to ship the Cuban 
workers back to Havana and then the 
Bronx will become a United States 
problem. The Americans will have to 
send in army engineers and AID 
officials to help us get on our feet. The 
president will go to Congress and ask 
for millions of dollars to keep the 
borough from falling into the conm- 
munist camp. He could make the 
Bronx the showcase of the Western 
Hemisphere, and persuade everyone 
the United States will really help 
those who turn their backs on Cas- 
tro." 
We got into another gridlock on 
Fifth Avenue. "Mr. Cortez, you make 
a very good case, but it's hard to 
believe that any president would get 
excited about Castro's plans for the 
South Bronx. The.U.S. government 
wrote off your borough long ago." 
"They might ignore our borough 
politically, but they can't afford to 
overlook the 10,000-foot runway. You 
don't think we're going to build it to 
attract tourists to the South Bronx do 
you?" 
"It's the wildest idea I've ever 
heard of," I said. 
Mr. Cortez replied, "It isn't half as 
crazy as covering up a city's urban 
decay with a bunch of phony vinyl 
fronts. 
Art Buchwald is a columnist for the 
Lot AngeleaTimes Syndicate. 
by Mark PI Vlncenzo 
What is the well-dressed foot wear- 
ing today? 
I figure this is as good a time as 
any to write about shoes. We try so 
hard to keep our feet warm, dry and 
comfortable during these dreadfully 
cold and wet months. Shoes take on a 
more important role now; we are 
more dependent on them to fulfill 
their function. 
But what is their function? To keep 
our feet warm and dry? No, I don't 
think so - at least not here at the 
University. Their job is to make our 
feet look good. Foot fashion is as 
popular now as it has ever been, and 
as I have been told, today there are 
certain styles of shoes we cannot do 
without 
Just remember: there are varia- 
tions of these shoes, and they can be 
found anywhere from Picway Shoe 
Mart to the L.L. Bean catalog. Keep 
in mind, you get what you pay for - 
and nothing more. 
• Topsiders (also called boat shoes 
and deck shoes)... These shoes were 
once exclusive property of the prep- 
pies, but now they are worn by every- 
one from the down-home, country- 
types to the punk rockers. Well- 
,... maybe not punk rockers. At the 
University I have noticed about 99.99 
percent of the student body own a 
couple of pairs of these refined moc- 
casins; one to kick around in and one 
for dress up purposes. But no matter 
what the occassion or the weather, it 
is not recommended that you wear 
these shoes with socks. 
When buying topsiders, it is best to 
avoid the cheapies. Sperry considers 
themselves the topsider, and Timber- 
lands aren't bad, either - but at $50 a 
pair they shouldn't be too bad. If your 
topsiders are stained with sea salt, so 
much the better. Topsiders should 
never be cleaned or polished. 
• Nike's... Only the white low-cut 
type with red trim will do. These are 
about $40 a pair, but they are worth it 
because they bring out the athlete in 
all of us. Not really. 
• Duck shoes (also called foul 
weather shoes by the pre- 
ppies). . . Sporto is the most popular 
manufacturer of these shoes, and the 
most popular colors these shoes come 
in are all the hues you like in light and 
soft shades but do not like in bright 
and bunding shades. 
• Western cowboy boots... It 
doesn't matter if you buy pointed-toe 
boots or square-toe boots, these per- 
form magic because they will in- 
stantly make you two inches taller. 
• Hiking boots... Thousands of 
these boots make their way out of 
closets across the city when even the 
slightest amount of snow stays on the 
ground. The boot with the wide, red 
laces that can be seen in the dark at 
1,000 paces seem to be the most popu- 
lar among those conscious of foot 
fashion. 
• Work boots... Boots with a steel 
toe are preferred because you never 
know when you will be called on to 
kick over a fire hydrant. Extra long 
laces that wrap around the top of the 
boot several times are also a must. 
And when wearing work boots, for 
God's sake, make sure you tuck your 
pants inside the boot. 
• Clogs... In the conservative 
Midwest, these are for women only. 
But on the East coast, clogs are 
popular among men, too, ana their 
masculinity is not questioned as they 
go clip-clopping along. Personally, I 
dont care who wears clogs, I don't 
like them. All they do is make a lot of 
unnecessary and annoying noise. 
• Turf shoes (short for artificial 
turf shoe)... The turf shoe was at one 
time worn exclusively by athletes who 
play on fields covered with artificial 
turf. These resemble tennis shoes 
except they have short, black plastic 
spikes on the soles and an over-sized 
tongue meant to hang over the top of 
the laces. Today turf shoes are worn 
by anyone who can afford them - 
regardless of their athletic ability. 
• Ballet shoes... These are fe- 
male-type shoes, usually found in 
black and never any thicker than a 
pair of socks. 
• Penny loafers... This classic 
casual is back in style, but now I 
notice a lot of elitists are pushing 
dimes into the slots instead of pen- 
nies. Come to think of it, that makes 
sense because you never know when 
you'll be stranded somewhere and 
need 20 cents to make a phone call. 
I looked down disappointedly at 
the floor in my closet the other day 
and realized I did not own one pair of 
these desired shoes described above. 
Then I opened my wallet and realized 
as long as I'm in college, I probably 
never will. 
Mark Di Vincenzo, a staff reporter 
for the News, is a senior journalism 
major from Seven Hills, Ohio. 
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Tired of doomsayers 
who claim end is near 
I would just like to say that I have 
had it with all the predictors of gloom 
and doom out there. The other day 
two very pleasant people came to my 
door and informed me that "the end is 
near." They then proceeded to hand 
me some informative pamphlets on 
bow it was all going to ''end:" I don't 
know about most people, but I have 
enough problems worrying about my 
future without someone telling me I 
dont even have one!! 
I dont consider myself an overly 
religious person, but I do go to church. 
I say an occasional prayer or two, and 
I've read some of the Bible. I am not 
denying that it is very possible that 
some day the world may really end 
but NO ONE but God Himself will 
know when that actually happens. All 
that anyone can hope for is mat what 
we hear in church is true, the life after 
this one is a much better one. 
So please, quit trying to scare ev- 
eryone into being ,rgood" and leave 




Equal opportunity vs. 
equality of anatomy 
In your editorial of Nov. 91 
equality in snorts for women 
man, you imply that if women were 
allowed to compete with men they 
might eventually perform the same 
as men, and mat the problem is 
mental, not physical. While I firmly 
believe in equal opportunity for men 
and women in sports, we must not 
confuse equality of opportunity with 
equality of body. 
Biologists now accept the impor- 
tance of sexual selection in the evolu- 
tion of many species of animals, 
including humans. Competition 
among members of one sex to gain 
access to member of the opposite sex, 
and preferences among members of 
one sex for certain attributes of the 
opposite sex, have produced differ- 
ences between the sexes. This sexual 
(iimorphism obviously exists in hu- 
mans, although it is not as striking as 
in other mammals such as deer or 
elephant seals. In humans these dif- 
ferences are evident in the male's 
greater body size, greater muscle 
mass, and less subcutaneous fat depo- 
sition. In addition, natural selection 
has produced anatomical differences 
associated with, for Instance, the fe- 
Clear Views 
male's role in gestation, birth, and 
nurturing of infants. 
The point is that the sexes have 
evolved differently. We must there- 
fore expect differences in the perfor- 
mance of women and men in various 
sports; in some activities we can 
expect women to excel, and in some, 
men. In our zeal to promote equal 
opportunity and equal pay for male 
and female athletes, let's not confuse 
opportunity with anatomy. 
Stephen H. Vesaay 
ProtoMor, Dapt. Biological Science* 
'Break' from liberal 
stand congratulated 
I would like to commend the News 
for finally giving some facts on U.S. 
involvement in the world. I am so* 
used to opening up the paper every- 
day and reading about how we should 
become Isolationist and stop pushing 
our damn democracy around. In your 
November 9th issue, Kenneth York 
told us, in a long awaited editorial, the 
reason why we are in Lebanon and 
can't just leave. Also, he wrote on 
Grenada and the great importance of 
the Penning D. and Cruise missiles in 
West Germany. Congratulations for 
breaking from your constant liberal 
stands, even if ft is only for one day. 
Congratulations to Kenneth York. 
Maybe someday the BG News will 
have two conservative editorials a 
week instead of one every once in 
awhile. Who knows, someday the BG 
News may even have a conservative 
columnist from the AP wire. Now that 
is wishful thinking. 
JohnNahPanz 
S07I 
by T. Downing and T. Clear/ 
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Prevent measles: Get vaccine 
by Mcwcy Grande 
stall reporter 
An outbreak of measles at Miami 
University and Indiana University 
earlier tins year has prompted college 
rOTnpnses to stop a similar epidemic 
from occuring, according to Dr. Jan- 
ice Lloyd, medical director of the 
University Health Service. 
At the advising of the Ohio Depart- 
ment of Health, Lloyd is sending out 
letters which urge all students and 
faculty members under 26 years of 
age to review their immunization 
records to see if they are at risk of 
contracting measles. 
The letter says the criteria for those 
at risk include those who were not 
vaccinated with a live attenuated 
measles vaccine (some people re- 
ceived an ineffective measles vaccine 
that did not give longlasting immu- 
nity), and were not over 12 months of 
age at the time of vaccination. 
Anyone who has had measles diag- 
nosed by a doctor is immune to the 
measles virus. 
LLOYD SAID the reason measles is 
of particular concern to college-age 
populations compared to children Is 
because in adults, it can cause serious 
complications such as impaired or 
lost hearing, pneumonia, convulsions 
and acute encaphalitis. However, 
these effects have been found in vary- 
ing percentages in under 9 percent of 
the cases. 
Attached to the letter is an immuni- 
zation questionnaire requesting each 
student to supply their medical infor- 
mation about measles and rubella 
vaccine. Students are to complete and 
return the form to the Student Health 
Service as soon as possible. "We'd 
like to have them by Dec. 1, so we can 
order the number of vaccines re- 
quested," Lloyd said. 
If people are not sure if they re- 
ceived a measles vaccine, the Ohio 
Department of Health recommends 
the measles vaccine be taken now. 
"If a person can't remember 
whether or not they had the vaccine, it 
is probably better to have it again 
than not have it at all," Lloyd said. 
"IF WE have an accurate count of 
the number of students who need the 
vaccine, we can order the vaccine 
from the state and administer it at $5 
per shot here at the health center. But 
only students who say they need the 
vaccine will receive it for $5 no matter 
how few or many requests we get. 
Otherwise people who come to the 
Health Center tor the vaccine but did 
not request it will have to pay $18," 
Lloyd said. 
Blackjack at Mac 
Casino Night benefits 
ROTC .from page one 
Those who are not able to take 
ROTC during their first two years 
may also enroll in the course."During 
C sophomore year if you want to 
about ROTC you can attend basic 
camp. Here you are prepared with the 
military skills you missed during your 
freshman year," Cogley said. 
"IF ENROLLED in the two-year 
program, cadets attend a six week 
basic camp in Fort Knox, Kentucky 
where they learn what they would 
have, had they been enrolled as a 
freshman," Cogley said. 
Upon successful completion of the 
Army ROTC program, graduates will 
be commissioned as second lieuten- 
ants in the Active Army, Army Re- 
serve or National Guard. 
"Once you are commissioned in the 
Active Army, Reserve or National 
Guard, you become the public's ser- 
vant. We (military) carry out the 
policy of elected officials," Cogley 
said. 
As a public servant, one is subject 
to various reactions from individuals. 
"If the public is not in favor of what 
government is doing, they take it out 
on the military," Doug Gabram, Ca- 
det Brigade Executive Officer said. 
As a visual organization on campus, 
those individuals who made the com- 
mitment find various reactions from 
all members of the University. 
"I like the reaction I get. I'm proud 
to wear my uniform in public." Karre 
Van Wert, Second Batallion Com- 
mander said. 
SUPPORT FROM friends, rela- 
tives, sorority and fraternity mem- 
bers seems to help ROTC members 
get through rough times. 
"My friends admire what I'm 
doing," Julie Long, cadet and fresh- 
man international studies major said. 
by Potty Rider 
reporter  
A roulette table, craps tables, black jack tables, and a jazz band, things 
often found in Las Vegas casinos, will 
be brought to Bowling Green Satur- 
day night. 
The fourth floor residents of Mc- 
Donald East will be i 
bling, entertainment and 
into a campus-wide service . 
The theme of their Drogram," Casino 
Night, is the means for raising money 
for the United Way. It wilfbe held 
Saturday, Nov. 19, from 9 p.m. to 1 
a.m. in the McDonald Quad cafeteria 
lounge, and is open to the entire 
campus. 
According to Rose Hollister, Mc- 
Donald East Hall manager, much 
planning and preparation has gone 
Into the program. "Not many floors 
attempt a service protect of this size. 
This is really something big," she 
said. 
Fourth floor resident advisers Pam 
Conway, sophomore psychology ma- 
jor, and Diana Johns, sophomore ra- 
dio-television-film major, said the 
idea of a casino theme developed 
when planning a service event with 
their floors and another dorm. 
"The plans for Casino Night kept 
growing, so we decided to expand it to 
the whole campus, because It is for a 
good cause," Johns said. 
"It seems like everyone does some- 
thing for the Muscular Dystrophy 
Association and for the Heart Fund so 
we decided to do this for the United 
Way, since it does so much for such a 
variety of people," she added. 
DESPITE THE service nature of 
the program, Casino Night will be a 
social, restive atmosphere, Conway 
said. 
"We are striving for an actual Las 
Vegas casino setting. We will have all 
types of gambling tables with dealers 
where casino-goers can place bets 
with fake money, waitresses which 
will serve customers from a dry bar, 
and hopefully a jazz combo for enter- 
tainment," she said. 
A restriction from Residence Life 
does not allow for alcohol to be served 
at the event. "We applied for an 
alcohol permit, but since this involves 
more than two halls we didn't get it," 
Conway said. 
Since Residence Life also prohibits 
money exchanging hands over the 
table, fake money will be used to 
place bets at the tables. The admis- 
sion is 25 cents at the door, then 
casino-goers can purchase $5,000 
worth of paper money for $2. 
"Those who are lucky enough to 
have 'money' left at the end of the 
evening can participate in an auction 
for gift certificates and merchandise, 
totaling approximately $150, donated 
by several local merchants," Johns 
said. 
Hollister said she is pleased with 
the organization of the event and 
students are realizing that a service 
project can be fun. 
"This program keeps ballooning, 
and we are finding more and more 
things to add to it. Hopefully, all this 
planning will be like a wedding and 
come together for us on the last day," 
Johns said. 
DO YOU HAVE 
A SPECIAL TALENT 
IAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO 




photography • cooking • sign 
language • woodworking 
or ANYTHING 
Contact UAO OFFICE 372-2343 
m 
Hair Unlimited 
Unisex Hair Care and Tanning Center 
143 W. Wooster 353-3281 
Special Fall Sale 
Precision    Hair   cut   only 
$6.00 
Thermal perm only $22.50 
(haircut included) 
with this ad until 11 -30-83 
Appointments not always necessary 










13 in. One Item Pizza 
5i66Pb2Kr^ 352- 
203 N. Main 
n««« A n m     Additional 




coupon per pizza 
PREPARE FOR sCTl/ 
MCAT- LSATGMAT 19 
SAT ACTDATGRE-CPA 
• Permanent Centers open 
days, evenings and 
weekends. 
• low hourly cost. Dedicated 
full tune stall. 
• Complete TEST NTAPE» 
facilities lor review ol 
class lessons and supple- 
mentary materials. 
• Classes taught by skilled 
instructors. 
• Opportunity to nuke up 
missed lessons. 
• Voluminous home study 
materials constantly 
updated by researchers 
eipert in their field. 
• Opportunity to transfer to 
and continue study at any 
of our over 105 centers. 
OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE 
GRE PSYCH & 810 • MA! • PCAI • UCAT • VA1 • I0EH 
MSKP • NMB • VQf • ECFMG • FLEX • NDB • RN BDS 
SSAI • PSAT • SAI ACHIEVEMENTS 
Holiday Happening 
Parties. Fun. Be a part of it - 
let us worry about your hair. 
Look your E>est. We can help. 
Helene Curtis Perms, reg. $28.00 - $35.00 
v
    Styled Haircuts 
$7.95 Includes 
Sh. cut, blow dry, 
and curling iron 
NOW ONLY 
Uniperm $23.00 
One better $25.00 
Quantum $35.00 
Nov. 16-26 
Styled Haircut Included 
4t» WmEaW& |S™EGSALON 
M-W 9 5 
T9-7 
Th & F 9-8 S 8-3 
1080 S. Main 
ISTYUNG SALO Murphy Man Plan 
KAPLAN 
10UCIO..I   Cl.'l" 
IE SI rWEMJUTION 
SPCCIA1.ISTSSMCE 1938 
Call Days. Eves I Weekends 
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14 Inch Pizza 
for Only $4.00 





!16 inch Pizza 
for Only $5.00    ' 
1 Add Item .80 coupon Good thru 12-31-83 
Our gift to you 
is worth *60. 
And its yours FREE 
with the purchase 
of an 
ArtCarved       m 
college ring. 
v  * 
Tune  1<M 
Now when you buy any ArtCarvad 
college ring, you nol only get one 
nog loaded with style and quality, you 
get two. A great college ring—and a 
diamond fashion ring, FREE. Its a 
beauty— 10K gold with a genuine 2 
point diamond Retail value—$60. 
The perfect way to express yourself, 
your style, or your reelings for that 
special someone Available exclu- 
sively from your ArtCarved Repre- 
sentative for a limited time only. 
PI^. uMVERsrrv loontTOWE 
DeposK required MasterCard or Visa Accepted 
Hour*: Monday-Friday, 8-5 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
Student Services Budding Saturday, 9-5 
Audio Craft 
Welcomes You To 
Stereo Excellence 
More than just a new name in town. Audio Craft 
offers state-of-the-art stereo components, extensive 
services and a professional staff to assist in every 
phase of your buying decisions... Because at Audio 
Craft, our business is your sound pleasure. 
\UIIM)   < r.ili    Si\lus    Kxatiiinution 
niti.i.  I  iii liuiiK    I HI iii,till*   (  .ihlir.il ion. 
Save $25.00 - Our normal charge for thia service. Due to the 
popularity of thia event, pleaae be prepared to wait for your unit 
to be tested. Owner must be preaent. Components only ... no 
compacts. 
Your Records Need Protection. To assist you in protecting your record 
collection, we have invested in a $9,500 stylus inspection and turntable 
calibration center THIS SYSTEM ALLOWS US TO PROVIDE YOU 
WITH THE FOLLOWING SERVICES: STYLUS INSPECTION - 
Check for defects in diamonds, correct stylus mounting & off-axis 
cantilever. CARTRIDGE ANALYSIS - Channel balance, channel 
separation & output signal level. ADJUSTMENTOPTONEARM FOR 
MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE. NOTE: If our tests indicate your 
cartridge stylus is badly worn, we will not be able to calibrate your 
turntable. A worn stylus will damage our test records. 
Him t i,iit c iutxcitf iLi k r 
Any brand regardless of where purchased component cassette 
decks only ... no compacta, portables or car stereo's. Find out 
how well your cassette deck is performing. Owner must be 
present while his equipment is being; tested. 
Your cassette deck will be tested for frequency response, total harmonic 
distortion, record/playback saturation, tspe speed, and wow & flutter. 
The results of these tests give you an excellent indication as to the 
capabilities of your tape deck. We suggest you bring with you a blank 
cassette of the tape you use for the test procedure. 
FREE — UP TO $16.50 VALUE 
Everyone bringing in a turntable or cassette deck to our 
clinics. Your choice of a record care product, cassette 
care product, or quality cassette tape. (On* it** per customer.) 
Cassette Deck Service Special... Only f 19.95 - You Save f 40.00 
Bring your csssettc deck to our Cuasetiv l»t-ck IVriormun.v Test •**lim« Oar of 
Audio Cruft'a Scrviiv Tcchnuiuns will • Alitin the hi-ud* " Set Rct-ord unri Play 
I-cvrl " and Set Kisa rot Klut Krvqut-m-v H.-nponm- Par Th«> Tup.- You An- Using 
(Please bring one of your cassettes with you). We will be able to determine from our 
Cssss*t*n«ck Performance Test if your cassette deck will benefit from this service 
special. Please Note We reserve the right to exclude sny cassette deck from this 
special if in our opinion the unit cannot be improved or we have insufficient 
information to properly do the service. 
Turntable A Record Changer Service Special . .. November 14 
thru November IB only. Save $20.00 . . . Only $19.95* 
Our service department will inspect your unit, thoroughly remove all old 
lubrv-snU. Rclubncate and check for proper operation Inapect belts and idlers for 
wear Electronically calibrate for maximum performance Thia apecial limited to 
high fidelty turntables and changers only, no compacts. "Additional service if 
required, at standard service ratea plus parts. 
\ I It l\> Hi    I   \ I  N I ■ 
i\  \n\    I  I \   I Hi <M1;I\   \o\ .  I.") 
U i il   \m    I «■ \   I hui s. \i>\.  I 7 
.lllll (I.IN     \i.\       |>l 
ALL STORES 1PM - 7PM ONLY 
the professional audio 
itorei tince 1954. 
audio craft 
• BOWLING GREEN 248 S. MAIN STREET 
352-3595 
• FINDLAY 334 S. MAIN STREET 
4)4-1191 
• TOLEDO 5206 MONROE STREET 
M5-3547 
VISA, MasterCard. Revolving Charge A Financing Available 
Stars Hours: BowBng Green A Ftadlsy Weekday! 11 AM -8 PM. 
Sat 9:30 AM-5:30 PM;Toledp Weekdays Noon-9 PM. Sat 9:30 AM-530 PM. 
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Justification — it is needed in the athletic world 
Justification - it is a word erf 
serious stature, and one that is not 
taken lightly in roost 
But when one applies its 
definition to the sporting world- 
that of demonstrating to be Just, 
right or valid - its meaning often 
tiroes seems to hold no weight. 
Became it seems that far too 
often the winners are not rewarded 
for their efforts, the prize is given 
to someone else.lt is not difficult to 
discover this fact, one only has to 
take the time to page through the 
sports section of a daily 
victories are supposedly the 
fruits of labor in sports, and the 
true purpose of competition. But 
often times, competition is 
overlooked, and attention is 
diverted to some other aspect of 
the sport And, we are only left to 
sasVTOw?:" 
• IN COLLEGIATE hockey last 
season, Bowling Green's own team 
was snubbed from the NCAA 
tournament after the NCAA 
selection committee chose 
Minneeota-Duluth from the 
Western Collegiate Hockey 
Association over the 28*4 league- 
champion Falcons. 
Minnesota-Duluth was quickly 
eliminated from the NCAA 
tourney. This season, the squad Is 
mired in fourth place of the WCHA 
with a 2-J-l league record. BG on 
the other hand, is 9-1 and occupying 
second place in the Central 
Collegiate Hockey Association. The 
Falcons are ranked third 
nationally. Why was M-D given the 
NCAA bid over the Falcons? 
«Hall of Fame running back Jim 
Brown Is considering returning to 
the National Football League 2 his 
career rushing record is broken by 
Walter Payton or Franco Harris. 
Brown set his mark of 12,312 yards 
in only nine seasons of a 12-game 
schedule. 
Brown, 47, said he would contact 
Al Davis (owner of the Los Angeles 
column one 
by torn hisek 
sports editor 
Raiders), and a very liberal owner, 
about his chances of a comeback. 
Brown said be Is tired of people 
questioning his rushing record. 
An outstanding athlete, Brown 
would only embarrass himself on a 
an field, i footb ll I , even if be is in fine 
shape, as he claims. A 47-year old 
body simply cannot compete 
against the strong, agile athletes of 
the 1980s. 
BROWNS RECORD even if it Is 
broken, will remain as an 
unprecedented standard by those 
who truly appreciate the game. 
Why doesn't Brown lust rest with 
that certainty and simply hand 
over the laurels if his mark is 
broken? 
• Thousands of full athletic 
scholarships are given out 
annually at universities across the 
nation. They supposedly promise 
academic rewards, in return for 
performances in arenas or 
stadiums. 
But, Dr. Harry Edwards, an 
associate professor of sociology at 
the University of California 
reported that "more than 85  
percent of college athletes on 
scholarship never graduate and 
they have no basis on which to 
return after turning professional." 
Far the majority of professional 
athletes, professional careers are 
short and fleeting. After they are 
out of the reach of the television 
camera and millions of adoring 
fans, they often have nowhere to 
turn. 
Many schools blatantly overlook 
the academic side of athletics. No 
one ever asks an athlete with 
potential, "Well, how did you do in 
the classroom?'1 The only grades 
examined are tunes in the 40-yard 
dash and points on the court 
INSTEAD OF making sure an 
athlete gets his four years of 
playing eligibility, why don't more 
schools begin to make sure an 
athlete fulfills his four years of 
academic eligibility? 
• Several weeks ago, 
Muhammad All was interviewed 
by NBC sports during one of its 
Sunday boxing presentations. 
Since he retired; All has been hit 
with the consequences of too many 
punches to the head. Although It is 
a sad circumstance, All is literally 
•^punch-drunk." His speech Is 
slurred and his thoughts slowed by 
years of boxing. 
NBC was the butt of much 
criticism for airingthe All segment 
before millions of TV viewers, 
somewhat demeaning his stature 
and accomplishments. Why did the 
network have to fill a few minutes 
of air time with the presentation, 
well-aware of its effects? 
Justification - in life and in the 
sporting world, it shouldn't be 
treatedlightly. 
SASH MMOOCS • SASH MPtOCKS • SASH KIPSOCKS • SASH WPtOCKS • •**« MWOCKS • SASH ftiprtoCK 
BASH RIPROCKS 
For The Best Prices in Town! I ! I 
128 W. WOOSTER 
354-3939 
TONIGHT 
f EAT"TN ONLY  
BUY ONE GET ONE FREE 
IFOR ANY BASHED POTATO, MEXICAN SPECIALTY. SUB or 
-JBAGEl SANDWHICH 
|l» COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY PURCHASE 
f NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER SPECIALS 
> VALID ONLY 11/16/83 
BASH HPHOCKS • BASH BIPROCKS • BASH RIPROCKS • BASH RIPROCKS • BASH RIPROCKS. »ASH RIPRC 
TIP your pizza driver   Volleyball team wins 
KICK 
KENT 
Bowling Green's women's 
volleyball team defeated 
Dayton last night at Ander- 
son Arena. 
The Falcon spikers 
needed only three games to 
defeat the visiting Flyers, 
winning the match by 
scores of 154,18-16 and lS- 
11 
The Falcons now stand 
at 9-22 overall, while Day- 
ton dropped to 15-17. 
Bowling   Green's   club 
hockey team defeated the 
Dayton Jr. Gems 114, and 
Denison University 11-2, in 
games played this  past 
scorers against Denison. 




EGWEAR WARDROBE   SALE 
Now thru SAT. Nov. 19th 
offering 
FUN! FUN! FUN! 
3 PLAYER VOLLEYBALL 
WHO: WOMEN AND CO-ED TEAMS 
WHEN: PLAY STARTS NOVEMBER 28th 
WHERE TO APPLY: ROOM 108 SRC 
DEADLINE NOVEMBER 22 
BG's Bill Norcik blanked 
the Gems, while Steve Pet- 
ers recorded a hat trick. 
Rick Barchfield and Bob 
Chaney   were   the   high 
David Stern, an exec- 
utive vice president in the 
National Basketball Asso- 
ciation was elected com- 
missioner of the league 
yesterday. 
He succeeds Larry 
O'Brien who resigned from 
the post last week after 
eight and one-half years. 
•Vhen Ihe urge to smoke hits. 
tofce o deep breath, hold H 









SEE HIM ON. 
SATURDAY 
BG vs KENT 
ASSISTANT 
EDITOR 
Downtown Detroit reference book 
publisher is seeking editorial 
candidates to do research and 
writing for our books. Required is a 
Bachelor's Degree in English with 
training and interest in 
contemporary literature. Also 
required are proofreading skills 
and typTnoakTlls of 35 wprn. SS&ry 
sttrts'alSSoo/rho. wttti perfooTC 
increases and a comprehensive 
benefit program. Please send 
resume, transcripts (if available) 
along with literary nonreturnable 
college paper (not poetry or short 
story) to: 
Publisher 
P.O. Box 2629 Dept.1 
Detroit, Ml 48231 
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F 
PLANNING TO STUDENT TEACH 
FALL SEMESTER, 1984 
OR 
SPRING SEMESTER, 1985 
You arc required to attend 
a sign-up and information meeting: 
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1983 
ALUMNI ROOM, UNIVERSITY UNION 
MEETINGS AT: 8:30, 9:30, 10:30, 
11:30 a.m. 1:30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30 p.m. 
ATTEND ONE MEETING * * ATTEND ONE MEETING 
TEST WUH SKILL MT 
Q-iEKT, DEFEMDEH, 




Date to be Announced 
mo HALL OF urn - UNION 
11:00 im • 8.-00 pm 
•THENS      $1.00 tor 
•WZEI 
siurm m. n m u$ amu 
8CHOUUWHW»8 FOR MEDfCAL STUDENTS 
Medical school coat* ire rising every day They're 
climbing feeler then meny students can handle with- 
out the right kind of financial help. IT you're e medical 
student, the Air Fore* may have the best answer tor 
you. We offer an excellent scholarship program that 
can MM the financial strain of medical or osteopathy 
school and allow you to concentrate on your studies 
Participation Is baaed on competitive selection Let the 
Air Fore* make an invMtmeni in your professional 
future. For more information contact: 
^ 
Sgt. Michael Czulno 
Phone. Carl Collect (216) 522-4325 > le ?  
aim 
a greet war el ate 
bg newt/novembef 16,1963 S 
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« 
Receive a 5 Function Digital 
Quartz Watch with every 
purchase of $15 or more! 
» 
&> 





Revco's tow, everyday 
discount price of $4.98 
IAUT AM *wn \ 
BAYER 
ASPIRIN   . 
Bayer Aspirin 
100'a 
Revco's low, everyday 




Herbal or Vinegar and Water 
Revco's low, everyday 






Raveo'a low, everyday 




Regular, Slender Regular, 
Super or Super Plus 
Revco's low, everyday 







Revco's low, everyday 
discount prtce of $2.29 ea. 
Fuji Film 
CN13S   24 exposure 
Developing Coupon 
on Package 
Revco a low, everyday 









Revco's low, everyday 





Revco a low, everyday 
discount prtce of S1.44 ea. 
Mead Envelopes 
100's Regular or 50s Long 
Revco's low, everyday 




Revco • low, everyday 
discount price 
KMSP-11 
Black, Blue or Red 
Revco's low, everyday 
dtooount prtoa 27c ea. 
SPECIAL PRICE 
REVCO COUPON • SAVE $5.00 
I Grand Prix 
[Cassette 
■ Recorder 
■ With AM/FM 
■ Stereo I $coo 
OFF 
Revco's low, everyday 
discount price of $28.88 
WITH THIS COUPON &1.1. 
LIMIT ONE PER COUPON. 
Coupon •ipi'M 11/28*3 at the 
■■wfltaaj Inn *mmm »*•*• ••try 










2 pack   60 minute 
Poster Board 
Asst. colors 




Revco's low, everyday 
discount price of $2.48 
Revco's low, everyday 
discount price of $1.88 
WITH THIS COUPON 11.1. 
LIMIT ONC PEP, COUPON 
Coupon aioirM 11126*3 ai HM> 
'■ S«f I'm Soiuo «H»» wHy 




Orange, Grape or Fruit 




Ruvco'u low, uvueyduy 
OFF 
IWvco* low, wwyoury 
discount prtce of $11.99 
WITH THIS COtPOH I I.I. 
LIMIT OME PCP, COUPON 
coupon >m 1 imi >i m. 
dlecount price'of $2.59 s..      *mmmmn£lZmlEZmZS£'mmm 
BOWLING GREEN 
Crossroads Plaza 
1135 S. Main St. 
354-3911 
COPVWQHT © W«l IV RBVCO DA. INC. 
'(ONLY i.O. STUDENT I.D.S 
QUALIFY FOR 10% DISCOUNT) 
llama   ■MII»K1«  1,-1,11-.  niiantlttea  I■■• na a ■TSWOOW WTNM qusmiiiitM ■■•<. 
fritevco 
DISCOUNT DRUG 
Revco reserves the right to Hmrt ouanttttee. 
6 bg nwwlnowmbw 16.1963 
classifieds PERSONALS Free poessr w'purcrwse 
mill] mm «e 40- par Mim —i—.  WHO rr*t to- •>»• per mt 
If i I il ill 26 » 30 mmm per ma. 
IMWIUII Mm Isangs k» non-cro«t. puMc ~r-c «■> •. 0. MM 
tor ev Tusaasy edBen 
> Tf. M Mmm •«€.. IN Ueh««i w 
CAMPUSrCITY EVENTS 
ATTtt COMmwcnON t DCdOM 
MMM*. There we oe a meeting ol 
*w «M0nwl( 
Wax). Nov 10 M 8pm in Rm I 18 
Tech. Bttg On Keeper. Service 
Dear** bnClfOi IOIMO. w* 
STJeek about nw Roto ol Conetiucson 
toMurtr^Qovl. 
B 0 Peace Owelon- 372-0147 
Or. etar.iiili Campbel w* gM ■ 
lecture on tooceeon si me Soviet 
IMan- toraaht at e 00 si 114 BA. 
rtaiirsail by the MemetioneJ RM 
■on. Aeeocastton Al welcome 
A nhMHnQ wfl  D#   hwd 
» 7:30 am in BA  118   A 
speaker «• bo featured   3M you 
Wee* "The Day After" wkti the B.G 
•eaoe CoaBon Sunday. Nov 20. 
7:30    PM .    Gash    Theatre    (10S 
LCfeT AND FOUND 
It anyono ecddentty picked up a 
green and btja raascoat. with a room 
bay and a picture Kay chain In aw 
pookat. al Sam-B's. Thura Nov 10 
Ptoeae cal 2-4947 Can Identify, no 
ouaaaone aakedl 
LOST. Lavi'a |aan lackal Nov 7 or 8 
aowwwhora on campua. Sentimental 
valua ■ mund cat 372-3940 Re- 
ward' No Quaaaona aaejd 
REWARD FOR THE RETURN OF A 
SLVER CROSS PEN WITH THE 
SafTIALS JCJ CALL 352-5037. 
Kaya round outside ol Uemorwl Hal 
11/8 Cal to Manaty 332-4275 
FOUND: Ona black "toeee" umbra*. 




araa tor ThankaoMng. Wl lab */ 
aaa 5 cttvan. Cal Balay 372-1414 
I need a dda aVIrom O.S.U. Of 
Cosjmoue araa Nov 15-20. Wl 
gsaSy hat) wan gaa. Cal Donna 354 
1770.  
I need e ride to Praaaalpraa tree tor 
Thenksgmng break. I can laava any. 
ama Cal Ruaaal 362-5848. 
ROE WANTED TO LONG ISLAND. 
NYC. OR N.J. FOR THANKSGIVING 
BREAK WIL GLADLY SHARE WITH 





 Parryaburg  
TYFBsO: 
DtossHatlunv rheele etc 
352-0535 or 372-2251 
RuMa'a Sawing and Aaxaeauiw 
Lattora and manna* on jaokala and 
i    garments    mual    ba 
n 352-7255  
Store Your e*a 
StSunsI March 18 
(19 96 ndudea tune-up 
PuroaTa Beta Shop 
352-5254 
Murray Parana. Pwnat 
Nov. 17 at 6 p.m. Kobackar Hal 
Ttoktaa $9 and 57 aduka 
$7 and M aajdama/aantoi okDana 
Cal 372-0171  
ATO Hockay Taam - Wa andad a 
gnat aeeeon wan an unmarked re- 
oord ol no wine   It waa a ktok-aaa 
awe. PracBoe tor next yaw.  
ATO SWEETHEARTS 
OUR BEDS WERE COMFORTABLE 
THE COMPANY WAS FINE 
THE COOKIES WERE EDIBLE 
ANO THE STORES WERE KIND 
THANKS FOB THE GREAT TUCKINS 
Altsraon Brant   Hara la your vary 
own pereonaff I had an exceeent ttma 
«*Jt you Frldayl You probably know 
mat sreedy but I thought I'd at el of 
BG  m on it  Thankat Dareee. PS 
Bob, wa'ra aorry wa kapl you up Sal. 
BO RaaliitiaHa Back! 
Sat n*a. 5:00 P.M. 
 Fraa Taam Photo  
MO'IBM OF UOALA CM, CON- 
ORATULATIONS ON YOUR FOOT- 
■ ALL ANO SOCCER 
CHABP10NSHB>S YOUR ALWAYS 
THE BEST M BY HEART. ALL BY 
LOVE.BUE  
CELTS   Thanks tor the aock hoppm'. 
haa bonptn'. rock-around-the dockaV 
Ima' Friday raghrl Leva, the Alpha 
PhTa  
OENBC B. M.VESTM — HAPPY 
•ELATED 21ST BHTHOAYI BEST 
OF LUCK THROUGHOUT THE YEAR 
ABB ALWAY5I LOVE, CHARLENE 
DZ Flag Foot** Taam   Gat ready tor 
a lun-IBed.  high acortng gama to- 
night   WeI ba chaortng you on to 
victory' Lova. Your DZ Saters 
Falcon Footbal 
Tha Beat Party In Town 
 1 30 aaa Saturday  
FLUSH THE FLASHES 
Forgat the Waarhar/OSU and UM 
ma Falcona are Your Taam Back BG 
M Saturday 
Large OUacaon 
Falcon Houee 140 E Wooatar 
Funl Funt Funl 
Woman and Co-ad taeme wanted tor 
3-peayer voteybai  Ptoy baglna Nov. 
22nd. Entrtee are due In Fan   108 
SRC by Nov 22nd.  
Gamma PN btoa ara aooo apaoW. wa 
ooukkil waa to delicate a whole 
taaajk to you. Wa aura ara lucky! 
E.O.O.P. LMaa  
Oat Out of aw Dorm on 
Saturday ana help BG Duel 
Kant Stole Tha beat ehow In town 
Happy 22nd Blrthdayt To two dou- 
btaa wati twtoa aa much. Dont caa> 
brata "two" hard bacauaa Fridays 
right around aw comer - untl awn. 
TPandLM  
I legal Itek awlMay Rannaa- 
Ooopa-Janny Dyerl You can nnaKy 
ao to the bars toaaky Lat'a do It up 
MM. Wa lava yaal CJ»., EJ-, AV-, 
M-aawAT.  
Have a caaw of Bw anjoya. 
Happy Hours 4-9 PM 
Downtown-Stonoy Poundara 
HEY DELTA SK3S' I'M PROUO OF 
Aa OF YOU WHAT A SHOW OF 
BROTHERHOOD' LETS SHOW EV- 
ERYONE THAT WE ARE NUMBER 
ONE'JEW  
Hay Gemma Phkt. 
Way to show that crazy spirt at 
SsmB's Happy Hours bat Friday! 
Che era to Founders Day. Bathdaya, 
singing, Dw emurra. butterbeane. and 
aw B - 52a! Let's do it again (Mc) real 
soon! I 
HEY KAPPAS 
its ratrang man' but don't aak atob- 
han where thay are (unless you Ike 
ice cream) And wa don't do pizza 
anyway Law road tnp again real 
soon I love you al1 HetaaJen tor 
asters Kappa Lova leaver. Judy 
P.S. Do you know my frwnd... 
HOUOAY Ban-•-MTV 
HAPPY HOUR 
ALL DAY ALL NIGHT 
 ALL THE TaVaEI  
awtVFaaw/Jenklna 
5:00 p.m. Saturday Night 
Fraa Taam Photo and Autographa 
jam Andrews 
Congraauaatom on gatang let naawr 
up tor Sigma Ctn SweaBwartl Wa'ra 
vary proud of you!' Love, your Alpha 
XiStowra. 
Janet Lee-Can you (weave «? Wa'ra 
raafy gatang old. but we know our 
iraa have onry (uat begun..rtght? 
Happy. Happy birthday to aw vary 
beat sister In the whole wide work). 
Have a great day. I lova you. Judy 
Lynn.  
Juat Arrived Nyton I Qua Jackela- 
Brown A Orange Looker Room 
Keren*. Ameud 
Happy 21etew1hdeyll 
Lots of love, 
 U'Lorl  
Kiwghta ol the Roundtabw 
Bromnald 1st bwa-nia your rock ■ 
the end says rank 
LHAIM BtOlaTaBON B 11 TODAYI 
CALL HER AT 352*0*4 AND WWH 
HER A HAPPY MTHOAYII HAPPY 
21 at LUII LOVE, YOUR I 
TO ALL OF THE NEW DELTASIG 
BROTHERS CONGRATS ON A JOB 
WELL DONEI rM GLAD TO SEE YOU 
ALL M OUR BROTHERHOOO KaVt, 
DONT -RALLY'' TOO MUCH. LOVE. 
JEAN.   P.8.   GET  PSYCHED  FOR 
SATURDAY  
To Coach Tanner. 
The greeaeet coach a team couH ever 
have  We couldn't have dona ■ wtm- 
out you' Thanks tor al your heto and 
support Lova your KD VBal team 
To my FLG 
Happy  20th  BttMayi To a vary 
apeclet on Have a great day you 
oawarve I. Lova your FLB.  
To Stobhan. Judy. Hem. Betsy. Tine. 
Jackie Wa don't do personals ■ but It 
waa a great weekend! 
 KKO Love, Law and Anna 
To aw beat dear hunters at BG 
Thanks ao much lor a super road Irip 
and wasliand. I had a great ama wkti 
the 4 ol you Next ama we go to 
O.U., wa wat push aw car between 
HAPPY 2I8T BeTTHOAY KATHY 
8TAUDT - MAKE HER DAY ANO 
CALL HER AT 2-1409 TO WISH HER 
A HAPPY BaTTHDAY. LOVE YA. 
GROPER. FACE A TOES. P.8 GET 
PSYCHED FOR TONWHTI 
•HOI 
afcMi 5 arahttoator owed sales In 
kianaiaiae air awn Baal  Oa-Op. 
ksa»*e M room 222 Admin. »«*d- 
k«i er CM t24!1 tar nulakaBlll • 
WANTED 
Love. Sandy 
LEARN HOW TO MAKE 
YOUR FAVORITE LIQUEURS 
FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON 
LIQUEUR MAKING 
WORKSHOP 
WED. NOV. 30 
7:00 - 9:30 
ALUMNI ROOM 
$5.00 
learn   how   to   make   Kahlua,   Amaretto, 
Drambuie and many more! 
recieve a free recipe book! 
make great Christmas gifts! 
$5.00 UPON SIGN-UP IN UAO 
OFFICE. MUST BE 21 YRS. OLD. 
UNIVERSITY THEATRE PRESENTS 
I 
THREE SISTERS 
NOV.  10-12 and 




; STUDENTS ADULTS 
$2.00 $4.00 
CALL 372-2719 FOR RESERVATIONS. 
SPECIAL MATINEE NOV. 19 at 3:00 p.m. 
TWO TICKETS FOR THE PRICE OF ONE 
ai'i'ii'i'i'i'i^ 
Nexl To-Nev. Shop 
Ooaung I Houeewaree priced tow 
Open Tuea  10-4 A Frt. 1-7 
St Aloyeoie School. 2nd door 
Ready end Lor! 
Congratulations on year m*. 
osoement. Good luck from all ol us. 
The Brothers o< Skmw Nu 
RSA Stuff Bw Standa Day 
Fatoone va Kant State 
Show Your Falcon Praia 
SALE-SALE "SALE 
LEVI GALS SUPER STRAIGHTS 
REG $29 95 NOW 17.96 
JEANS N'THMGS 
eaiRUga 
Stow Your BG Falcon Span and Prkw 
aaa Saturday Join together and 
back BG Ona more ttma kl 'S3. 
SIGMA CHI PLEDGES 
To Bw  12 moat wonderM man In 
BG: 
Thanka lor Bw honor ol bating choeen 
aa your pledge esses sweetheart - 
you guys are greet! Love ya - Lorl 
STUDENT PERSONNEL MEETBaQ 
B.GS.U.'S DIRECTOR OF PERSON 
NEL SUPPORT SERVICES WILL 
SPEAK ON "THE REAL WORLD" 
WED. NOV 16. 1983 AT 212 
McFALL FROM 7:30-9:00 P.M. 
Super Sports Saturday. 
Footbal 1 30. Voasybel 4.30 
and Baakettwl at 8.00 Spend 
Saturday with the Falcona 
Tfcketa on Sato at Gate 
lor Beakaroal Exhibition 
Saturday Night Free taam photo 
To Bw eight Kappa road trippers. 
Lew wtwt a weak and in OS.U. 
rroaaiiHiliu on High St that we 
oon't'do! From going to Trttogy to Bw 
Mkwalwribar. 
HI. rm Judy Myers, do you know 
where my Manda are? Thay must ba 
Kappa pledgee saH ttoee M guya ol 
Ohio Skate. 
Heidi. Wave got to aaa Bw Michael 
David group. I heard Bwy wa'ra great! 
DM we make a spectacle ol ourselves 
on Bad balcony tooklng down, cause 
al ol O.S.U. aura knew wtwt sorority 
wee In town.  
VOTE today tor ma 
MARK DABKOWSKI 
 ACOFA  
THE FALCON asAROBNO BANOI 
Capture Bw excitement o! Bw 1983 
aaaaon, order your atxxt or cassette 
today! Only $6 00 aa Charge Bru 




Nov. 17 at 8 P.M. Kobackar Hal 
      Caa 372-0171 
Tapaa   For 
Memory I Concentration I Pertor- 
11 Avaswbse. 352-1777. 
DESPERATE 4TH ROOMMATE 
NEEDED BAMEOtATELY FOR AN 
APARTMENT IN UNIVERSITY VIL- 
LAGE. CHEAP! CALL SOON: LORI 
352-8871  
Send Saloons lo a Iriend 
THE BALLOONMAN 352-8081 
2 DAYS TL 1MNK N DROWN 
PREPARE TO GET DRENCHED 
WITH BETA THETA PI SIS'' 
WANT TO FLY HOME (OR AWAY 
FROM HOME) OVER BREAK? CALL 
JAYNE ROLLER BG.SU. TRAVEL 
REP. AT 372-4178 OR TRAVEL 
RESOURCES BMTERNATIONAL 419- 
893-5583. 
1 or 2 tomato roornaaaa needed to 
auClaaaa a lurntolwd 2 bedroom, 2 
bawl, apt; Spacious- heat, water, t 
carjls ockided   f 106 a month   Cat 
362-9334  
Ona rraaa loouaiaaa rwadad for 
Spring Semester Wl rve with two 
others In super nice apt. next door to 
campua Cal 362-2734, 362-9302 
1 Mala recreate needed to share 
spartaneL Ctoee to campus. (100 
per raoaex l8a-aM1  
F. Roomate tar soring seen, caoaat lo 
campus Cosy apt call Evanna 352- 
■2W.  
2 FEMALE ROOMTS FOR SPRING 
$86 00/ MO « ELEC. ANO PHONE 
(GAS HEAT AND STORE INC I 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS - 3RD A ELM. 
CALL NOW 362-7170  
NEED F RM. SPR. SEM . OWN 
BDRM , LOW RENT - STEREO A 
TV.   4 SALE    BEST OFFER  362- 
4948  
M Rmw rwadad tor Spr Sam 
Frazee Apt Nice « cheap too 352- 
4802. Casey  
Need 2 nonsmoking until, to ehere 
3 bdrm houae Spr. Sam. Cat M.J. 
352-4769  
M. RUTE NEEDED SP SEM 
1120/EA MO. CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
NICE  1 BDRM   FURN   APT  CALL 
LATE EVENBsQ 352-0808  
MALE   RMTE.    FOR   SP.    SEM 
S100/MONTH   PLUS   VERY   LOW 
imu ACROSS OFFEN. TOWERS 
372-1743 OR 362-8938. ASK FOR 
JEFF 
HELP WANTED 
AN INTERNSHIP IN WASHINQTON 
0 C.TWhy not? totanwlapa polUjll 
In congressionel offlcee, tow firms, 
private buarwaaaa. federal agencwa. 
raeearch inetltutea, museums, and 
many other sftea 
kVFORMATION MEETING today at 
5.30 p.m. In 106 haves Hal Spon- 
sored by Bw Cantor for Educational 
OpaOna 
WASWNOTON WILPBtalaPa. Wor. 
itwtton meeting today for undergrad- 
uass students (al mators) nterested 
In avtorrang a> Washington. D. C. 
during Bw summer of 1984. Isl 
semester 1964. or aster. 5.30 p.m., 
105 Hayes Hal Sponsored by Bw 
Cantor lor Educational Options 
FOR SALE 
1981 Honda Motorcycle 900 Cue 
torn Must eel $2,400 or beat otter 
889-3602  
2 tlcketa to Murray Peraraa concert 
Cal 372-0206.  
ZOOM LENS-Soagor 80-200, one- 
touch. Macro-focus  (18000. 354 
3019  
1983 Plymouth Vaaant Good running 
conOBson. Bus-new radial Wee. 24 
mpghlghway $350 Cal 354-2807 
after 3 30  
Desil pay rant - Own your earn 
aaaaste home Can eve, Reo*, . 
W»M1.  
Peevey 12 Ch Stereo Mixing Con- 
aola and Roland Electric Pwno • Both 
In Exl Cond  Prtcaa ara right ■ PR 
3529322  
72 Dodge Van - tlssds some work - 
Make an offer Cal 362-9322. 
'73 Audi, aun roof - many new parts 
352-6860 
Arjbse Home, 1974 buy or rant, 
excel cond., 2 bdrma., aid. appa- 
i. Coat nag 362-8808 after 6. 
For Sato: 
Browns ■ Steeiers Tickets 
Two $13 seats: SlOaptoce 
 Ray 372-6848  
FOR RENT 
BG IS YOUR 
TEAM!! 
PONT LET THEM 
WOWN ON SATURDAY 
1     BG vs. KENT 
M&2m 
Ljrl                       W*   "^ 
^gBassI            ■*~*i         HbB^lC           P^^ 


















10:30 «.a. 8:00 M 9:30  T 
8:00 T 
8:30 T 9:30 M 8:30 M 
10:45 a.a. 
12:45  p.a. 11:30 M 
8:00 U 
10:30 T 
10:10 M 8:30 V 11:30 T 12:30 T 
1:15  p.B. 
3:15 p.a. 1:30 M 3:30 M 
1:00 T 
1:30  T 12:30 W 12:30 M 
3:30 p.a. 
5.30 p.a. 
3:30 W 4:00 T 4:30 T 
4:30  M 




6:00  p.a. 
8:00 p.B. 
5:30  4  6:00 
R 
5:30  4 6:00 
M 
5:30  4  6:00 
T 
5:30 4 6:00 
V 
'   8:15 p.a. 
10:15 p.a. 
6:30,  7:00 4 
7:30 
> 
6:30,   7:00 6 
7:30 
M 
6:30,   7:00  4 
7:30 
T 






SPCH 102 CS*101 
CS  103 
ACCT   221 
BI0L   205 
MATH 095 
MATH  096 
COMMON  EXAMS 
8:15 - 
10:15 p.a. 
STAT  211 MIS   200 ACCT   2-'2 STAT   212 
tot example, a class thai meets for the first lecture time in a week at 8:00a.m. Tuesday (8:00 T) is scheduled 
for examination at 8:30 a.m. Monday, 12/19/83. Similarly, a class that meets for the first lecture time in a week 
at 12:30 p.m. Monday (12:30 M) is scheduled for examination at 1:15 p.m. Wednesday, 12/21/83. 
If a conflict exists between a common exam time and a regularly scheduled exam time, the repularly scheduled 
exam takes precedence and the student should be allowed to make up the common exam. 
If a course meets both in large lecture and discussion format, the first large lecture time in a week is used as the 
basis for determining the final exam time of the course. The final exam schedule incorporates each starting time 
on the semester time grid as passed by Academic Council. Also, other starting times have been added to the final 
exam schedule on Tuesdays and in the evenings to accommodate isolated exceptions to the time grid. Any faculty 
member with a course starting at a time not indicated on the final exam schedule should consult with the students 
in the dtss to establish the ideal meeting time for the final. 
• ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦4>e>e>4>4>4>4>. •4>4>4>4>4>4>4>e>e>4»4>4>e>4>4>«>4> 
CHRISTMAS IS COMING... 
HURRY OVER TO THE 
HOLIDAY CRAFTS FAIR 
<—. Wed. Thur. Frl 
NOV 30. DOC 1. 2 
10 - 5 
PROMMDE LOUNGE. UNION 
Get ready for the holidays with decorations and 
gifts made by nearly 20 different merchants! 
2 bdrm twinpax In Grand Reolde 
one/ 10 mass tram BG AvsaaDfe 
Immed   S2257mo   Pets a cMdren 
OK Cal 832-0189.  
1   bdrm.   turn apt   inner eni  often 
lowers   Aval Dec   20   S200'mo A 
tow uM 364-1763 or 362-3406 
Furraetwd   room   for   female,   with 
cooking prMadgaa 353-1014 Helen 
Schumacher  
Senior Gred  Maes 
1 Vacancy Double Room 
Kitchen Prtvste Entrance 
Close lo University 
362-8043  
Need 4th female to fa 2 bdrm  apt 
362-7386  
Unfqu, charring, 2 bedroom fur- 
raahad   atoc   apartment   In    hatiortc 
houee 352 8860  
For Rant Dae. 15 thru Aug. 20, 
1984 2 bdrm townhouae apt on S 
Summit S235 0O plus alec > 
flee/mo    Cat   352-8787   or   352- 
8837  
Apartment avaaabto 
Cal after 5pm 
 352-8216 
1 bdrm  unfurnished apt Fraa heat - 
comae at handy on those cold winter 
nights   Fraw   sewer   and water tool 
Cat reswtova Mgmt   352-6820 
Ona bedroom apt . unfurntotwd 
352-5820 
NsW»tO»l*»lT ApflratTeaVfltS 
HEW AF AATMENT FOR MBIT 
1 bdrm., epadoue kvmg A kitchen 
Perfect lor 1 independent peraon 
or 2 to share coat. 
Cal 3620805 after 2 p.m. 
Houaaa t apta ctoee to campus for 
M-BiMiMw.  I-Mf-Slsi 
I Jlil-fll J      lll.l'.l   ill      lal'.lll 
I.I      '<    I      II. I    III   1 I   111 
.11111 I    I    •     I    I     I    III   * i.iiiuiiij  ijLiif   iii-Mr 
II      I      I      III     T LI     III     I 
lllv III    till   I   IMU 
I   tllll    ,11111       111 I  in. 
Hill   I    I    III        J    I     I'I'J    1 
MI   ■mi i    [."!il    1) |i 
II     1' Mil     I III   I juiltirj   i.'i i r.i i 
l.Jllll    Ml 1,1 III   I   I  I 
M'U   linn III.M 
IUM      'i   III1 I ftJ'Ii I 
Kl-J     JIIUIILJ I I  lil 
GOOD SEATS ARE 60ING FASTI SET YOUR TICKETS FOR 
STEVE LANDESBERG 





ALL SEATS RESERVED 




tickets available at: 
* UNION TICKET BOOTH 
* the SOURCE 
* FINDER'S RECORDS 
EIJOY A FUN-FILLED EVENING OF COMEDY! 
ACROSS               52 Naw York tourist     25 Pttlloaopher 
1 Small (mounts         macca                        Detscanes 
6 Damawnor            S6 Rlvartotha              26 O'Neill heroine 
10 Fish Of bird                 Savant                      27 Potted plant 
13 Reasonableness  57 Type ot weapon      28 Con vote 
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1 
ISSWORD PUZZLE 
14 Killer whale           59 Wax                          29 Wlna: Comb, form 
15 Coin                      60 East Indian ox         32 "1 met In 
classification      81 Fraa                           Kalamazoo" 
16 Kind ot notv          62 Conversational       33 Alt natural 
automatic gun          pause*                  34 Presidential 
18 Uncles, In            63 Kept and taz               nickname 
Edinburgh           64 Wall supports        36 Wastrel 
19 Matures                                                                37 1 arn« African 
1 i i 4 1 
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20 Shanghai                                                   antelope 
22 Take a WAS*                     DOWN                              .IS Carrian. " _ H 
23Tryout                  1 Prteetly apparel      38 Compass letters 
24 Brilliantly                2 Spree                       43 Prefix with 
colored fish           3 Eye                            scope or meter 
27 Aslo                       4 Ritual                       44 Planet7thfrom 
30 Time of day,             headdresses               the sun 
to a poet               S of Justice      46 Dormant 
31 City or valley          6 Music without         46 Hurriedly 




**< w VWM>*#>I««                 sKAaniitwmiiwi'i        er   nw ur lonrna nous aaj 
36 Irving Berlin            7 Spring bloom          48 Stravinsky and 
" ■ " ■ 
•"wwwwwy iwi            o naDnai. r-rsrr«                 nemereauMiB 
40 Nautical               9 Pet m "Peter Pan" 49 Happy sounds 
sounding device   10 1967 Nobelist for    51 Nanking nanny 
41 Do a math                   literature                 52 Bums' fellow- 
problem               11 Betel palm                  countryman 
42 Certain beer          12 Snappish                 53 NKVD 
43 Device for              15 Heavenly sight             predecessor 
lifting weights      17 Continental movie 54 Good, In the 
46 UFO passenger?  21 Equatorial                     Highlands 
49 Queen of heaven        African                    56 Yearbooks: Abbr. 
1 D 
n 1 r u ., ■ 1 I a 14 
50 Eastern shrine      24 Well-being               56 Saylnga 
